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Celebrate Wildlife Week 
March 18-24, 2013 marks the 75th anniversary  
celebration of National Wildlife Week. This year’s theme 
is “Branching Out for Wildlife,” and activities will fea-
ture different parts of trees and the animal species that 
depend on them. You and your students can also help 
meet a special goal to plant 75,000 trees. Learn how to 
get free trees and participate in other activities at nwf.
org/wildlifeweek.  
 
Where to WatCh Wildlife
In “Dear Ranger Rick” (page 4), readers share some 
favorite places to watch wildlife. Ask students to write 
about a place where they have enjoyed watching animals. 
Invite them to share their writing with the group. Then 
ask each student to create a piece of artwork based on what 
they envisioned from another student’s written words. 

teddy or Grizzly?
In “Grizzly Tale” (pages 6-11), you meet cubs that 
are compared to Teddy bears, as well as large and pow-
erful adult grizzlies. Ask students to divide a page into 
two columns, titling one “Teddy” and one “Grizzly.” 
Have them note descriptive words about bears from 
the text and from their impressions of the photos. Ask 
them to list each word in whichever column they think 
it fits best. Then discuss: What makes a “Teddy bear”? 
Do real bears have some of these characteristics? How 

do students think Teddy bears came to be? 

doGs at Work
“The Buzz” (pages 12-13) de-

scribes how dogs can serve as good 
reading companions. Dogs perform lots of 

helpful roles as service and therapy ani-
mals. Invite someone who trains, works with, 

or benefits from service dogs to speak to your students. 
Have students prepare questions to ask before the visit.  

biG Questions
As students read “Ocean Giants” (pages 14-19), 
have them write down quiz questions based on the 
information in the text. Then let them take turns 
asking you—the teacher—to answer them. Can they 
stump you? Be sure to read closely!

travel Journal 
In “Rain Forest Adventure” (pages 24-29), Rus-
sell and Jessica keep journals about what they see and 
do in Borneo. Ask students to imagine that they, too, 
accompany a family member who’s a scientist to a 
remote study location. What sights, sounds, and activi-
ties would they record in a journal? Have each student 
decide on a location and study subject and then create 
several journal pages. 

inside an eGG
You learn about all kinds of eggs in “Eggs-trava-
ganza” (pages 30-35). But there is lots to learn even 
about the common chicken egg. Provide each student 
with an egg and dish. Have students observe, sketch, 
and label the parts of the outside and then the inside of 
the egg. Ask them to compare it with the eggs in the 
story—how are they similar and different?

animal defense in aCtion
On page 37 of the “Just for Fun” games, note the 
list of eight different animal defense strategies. Ask 
students to find more information about one of the 
strategies pictured. Then have them describe it in de-
tail or act out how it works.

nwf.org/wildlifeweek
nwf.org/wildlifeweek
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“Grizzly Tale” (pages 6-11) is a story about a grizzly bear growing up. A 
tiny bear cub is a lot different from a grownup grizzly! People change a 
lot as they grow up, too. Read the story, and then answer the questions below.  
Use the back of the page if you need more room.

1. How does the grizzly bear in the story change as it grows up? Give three specific examples.

2. It can be hard to imagine how a grown-up person looked or acted as a kid, can’t it? Ask 
a parent or another adult you know well to tell you about how he or she has changed since 
childhood. Describe a few of the changes that you thought were most interesting.

3. Someday you’ll be a grownup, too. Imagine you can look into the future and see yourself when 
you are as old as your parents. What things do you think will be mostly the same? How do you 
think you will have changed?

Growing Up Grizzly
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Once upon a time, even this great big bear 

needed a lot of help from his mother.
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Take a good look at me.  (But don’t get too close!) I’m not just any 
bear. See the pale tips on my fur that make 
me look, well, grizzled? (Grizzled means 
“sprinkled with gray.”) I’m a grizzly bear.   Grizzly bear is another name for brown 

bear. And brown bears are some of the 
largest and strongest land animals in North 
America. (Check out that hump between 
my shoulders. Pure muscle!) But not so long 
ago, I was a little cub with a lot to learn. 
Good thing my mom taught me the bear ne-
cessities: what to eat, where to find it, and 
how to protect myself. Want to know what 
it took to grow up into the great big grizzly I 
am today? Turn the page—and “bear” with 
me while I fill you in.
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1. Most animals in the world hatch from eggs. 

2. Humans are the only animals that are born live rather than hatching from eggs.

3. A frog can lay hundreds of eggs at a time.

4. Not all eggs have shells. And not all eggshells are hard—some are soft.

5. Eggs with shells protect the babies inside because they can’t be broken.

6. Dung beetles lay their eggs in a little ball of poop. The babies eat it when they hatch!

7. Birds that lay their eggs on the ground have to work hard to guard them from predators.

8. If a snake is coiled around a pile of eggs, it must be trying to eat them.

9. A nursery-web spider carries her eggs in a silk sac wherever she goes.

10. A father jawfish swallows his mate’s eggs to keep them safe.

•	 Now rewrite each of the circled statements to make it true.

•	 Put a star next to the statements that are true.

•	 Circle the ones that aren’t true.
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Read “Eggs-travaganza” (pages 30-35). Then read the statements about eggs below. Some of 
them are eggs-actly right just as they are. But some of them stretch the truth a bit. You could 
say they are eggs-aggerations. Here’s what you can do to put things right:

Are You Eggs-aggerating?


